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30 OT (Pronounced "Ought") 6 is a hard hitting, groove- orientated rock band, mingling pure aggression

with soundscapes of melodious texture that has been described as Rage Against The Machine and

Sevendust meets Faith No More. 7 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock Metallic Mutually exclusive Metal

Thirty Ought Six Songs Details: 30ot6 is an innovative, high-energy rock band with emphasis on melody,

aggression, and groove. The four members share a chemistry and mentality that lends heavily to their

craft. Their defiance against musical genres gives their music a true dynamic that is noticable from song

to song, the true 30ot6 sound. The band currently calls Columbus, Ohio their home-base. However, all

four members in the band are from different places around the world. Derrick(guitars) is originally from

Poland, and came to Columbus, Ohio when he was eight years of age. Brent (vocals), originally from

Pennsylvania, met Derrick while attending The Ohio State University. Two years and a band later, they

aquired Sean (Bass), originally from Jacksonville, Florida. Shortly after nailing down the low end, 30ot6

reeled in drummer Tim Dillard. Originally from Texas, he moved to Columbus when he was in high

school. Tim was the missing puzzle piece that filled the void seamlessly, making the 30ot6 sound and

style complete. In just five months, the four found themselves in John Schwab Studios recording their first

EP with Joe Viers. In support of their self-titled release, the band hit the local clubs and venues, opening

shows, winning over crowds, and building their Columbus fan base. After the tragic slaying of "Dimebag"

Darrell Abbott shocked the scene in Columbus and around the world, 30ot6 was one of the first bands

back to play at the Alrosa Villa, on the same stage where the incident happened. This helped the local

music scene recover by helping fans and musicians realize it was okay to rock again, and to return to the

venue. With their EP and live stage show, doing most of the talking 30ot6 found themselves getting air

play on 99.7 the Blitz, the local news, and their music on a couple of high school sports highlight films.
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Working hard behind the scenes with creating a website, and promotion on an excellent music website

known as My Space, 30ot6 is gaining more and more fans from not only Columbus and the surrounding

area, but all over the United States, taking every opportunity available to take their music to the next level.

30ot6 is: Derrick Zajac - Guitars Brent Billet - Vocals Sean Miller - Bass, Vocals Tim Dillard - Drums

Copyright 2004, 30ot6. Recorded at John Schwab Studios, Columbus, Ohio. Produced by Joe "Neo"

Veirs and 30ot6. All Rights Reserved. We want to hear from you! Click on the e-mail link to the left and

tell us what you think. **Warning** This recording contains explicit language that may not be suitable for

young children.
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